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2019 ENTERPRISE EVENT TRENDS

Summary
Eventbase works closely with the top event marketers in the world and understands
their unique requirements for enterprise event success. This report outlines the five
top trends and areas of opportunity for event marketers in 2019:
•

Events 2.0—the experiential marketing revolution

•

Mass personalization of the event experience

•

Event marketers get their data house in order

•

Networking is the key priority for event attendees

•

Privacy and security evolves as a win-win for everyone

These trends were shaped by qualitative research involving in-depth exploratory
interviews with event technology partners, Eventbase customers, and industry
thought leaders. Throughout the report we’ve provided case studies and real-life
examples from experts on the cutting-edge of event innovation.
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EVENT MARKETING IN 2019

Event Marketing in 2019
Everyone loves events. That’s why we’re seeing an increase in the number of events
that enterprises are hosting this year. According to Event Marketer, 49 percent of
organizations increased their event volume in 2018.1
We expect this trend to continue into 2019 as event organizers are taking a more strategic position on the
marketing team. CMOs see events as vital to revenue growth—a recent study by Harvard Business Review
found that event marketing drives more business value than other marketing channels in over half of the
corporations they surveyed.2
Despite the growing importance of enterprise events, event marketers are facing some challenges in 2019.
Increasing expectations, budget constraints, and event consolidation are just some of the challenges that
require marketers to do infinitely more with significantly less.

Challenges facing event marketers today
INCREASING DEMANDS
Event organizers are under constant pressure to make their events bigger, better, and bolder than the year
before. Each year they must up their game with higher-caliber speakers, more innovative product offerings,
more exciting event features, and experiential activations to surprise and delight attendees and keep them
coming back. Perhaps this is why a recent survey by Forbes magazine found the role of event coordinator to be
one of the most stressful careers in the world!3

BUDGET CONSTRAINTS
Despite the fact that event expectations increase year over year, budgets do not. In fact, the Harvard
Business Review found that budget is the biggest constraint for event organizers today.4
As event marketers move away from measuring event success in terms of brand awareness and toward
measuring quantifiable marketing and sales metrics like MQL, SQL, pipeline, and closed business, it’s
becoming easier to make the case for greater budgets. In fact, a recent study by Freeman found that 98
percent of marketers now use data to secure budgets.5 Event data will come under the spotlight in 2019 and
will play a key role in securing budget and maximizing spend.

1 Event Marketer. 2018. Event Track 2018
2 Harvard Business Review. 2018. The Event Marketing Evolution
3 Forbes. 2017. Most Stressful Jobs
4 Harvard Business Review. 2018. The Event Marketing Evolution
5 Freeman. 2018. Data Benchmark Study
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EVENT CONSOLIDATION
One other possible way to tackle the budget conundrum is event consolidation—one third of the Fortune 1000
companies are consolidating their event strategies and seeing bigger budgets as a result.
This year, IBM consolidated many of their largest events. Following the premise of Salesforce’s Dreamforce
and Oracle’s OpenWorld, IBM’s Think combines their World of Watson, InterConnect, Edge, Amplify, and
Connect events into one large super-event. We expect to see more of this consolidation in 2019.
Enterprises are also consolidating their Event Apps, partly driven by changes within the App Store which
stipulate that vendor event apps be combined to provide a cleaner, more intuitive App Store experience for
customers.

In 2018 IBM’s Think combined many of their large events into a super-event

WIFI CHALLENGES
Like most industries, the event industry has been transformed digitally. Attendees expect fast WiFi
connections to share experiences on social media and keep on top of work email. A fast connection also
enables a superior event experience through personalized event apps that are highly engaging with advanced
features like a chatbot and gamification. Events like SXSW, Comic-Con, and Mobile World Congress rely
on fast, secure WiFi to meet the demands of attendees and support the presenters, event coordinators,
exhibitors, venue hosts, and IT team as they work tirelessly to stage the event.
Analysts predict that 5G networks will be in use by 2020. This improved connectivity will provide
opportunities for event professionals to offer attendees a wholly immersive event experience. With 5G, all
attendees will have full connectivity so marketers can focus on customizing meaningful content rather than
customizing content delivery systems. 2019 is the year to plan for this new connected, immersive world.
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TREND ONE

Events 2.0—
the experiential
marketing revolution
In 2019 events will truly become
experiences. We’re living in the
experience economy. Not to be confused
with services, experiences are a distinct
economic offering and the next step in
the progression of economic value.
Think about how you felt at the best music festival
you’ve ever been to. Or the first time you visited the
ocean. Humans remember immersive experiences
as they stimulate several senses at once. And
experiences root themselves in our memory far
deeper than any content, advert, or jingle because
they stir our emotions and make us feel something.

Experiential marketing is a strategy that directly
engages consumers and encourages them to
participate actively in a brand experience as
opposed to being a passive consumer of marketing
messages. Great experiential marketing is not about
guerilla marketing or provocative stunts (these may
actually decrease brand value if the audience sees
through them). Done right, experiential marketing is
authentic and involves an element of self-discovery
that helps build brand connections and foster trust.

6 Harvard Business Review. 1998. Welcome to the Experience Economy
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What does this mean for
event marketing?
Events are all about the experience—attendee
experience, speaker experience, and user
experience. When you think about it, events already
have the characteristics of experiential marketing—
they create a forum for consumers to experience
your brand and create a meaningful connection.

98%

of consumers feel more inclined
to purchase after attending an
experiential brand activation.7
EVENT MARKETING INSTITUTE

In 2019, we’ll see the evolution of brand activations
at events. They will be increasingly immersive,
hands-on, personal—and most importantly—
sharable. While only 32 percent of of event
organizers today rate experiential marketing
as a priority,8 we’re certain this dial will move
significantly over the next 12 months.

Popular experiences
include wellness and
social initiatives
The 2018 Edelman Earned Brand study found
that two-thirds of consumers buy on belief and will
choose, switch, avoid, or boycott a brand based on
where it stands on the political or social issues they
care about.9
This new wave of buyers is inspired by experiences
that make them feel good. Reflecting this trend,
themes of health, wellness, and social good were
prevalent at SXSW 2018. SXSW is hailed as one
of the most exciting events for brand activations
and experiential marketing. Some of the highlights
in 2018 included vendor-hosted relaxation zones,
yoga, and hiking.
Dell’s THE EXPERIENCE10at SXSW featured the
#RethinkRecycleRevive project that promoted the
importance of e-recycling through extraordinary
art. “ARTivists” used e-waste materials collected
from Dell’s recycling programs to build stunning art
installations for people to experience at the event.

INTERGALACTIC AGENCY
“People identify experiences as part of their lifestyle. There are few things more important to people
than their lifestyle and how they—and others—see themselves in the world. If you can give them
experiences that contribute to that, you hit the nail right on the head.”
Michael Farquhar, CEO, Intergalactic Agency

Intergalactic is an award winning creative technology company that deepens relationships between our client brands and their
customers. We use cutting edge technologies and creative thinking to craft powerful memorable experiences that range from the
complex to the simple and elegant. Our expertise is technology and we make the impossible possible across multiple platforms
including mobile apps, websites, interactive, mixed reality and computer visualizations. We've created premier solutions for the
world's leading brands including Cisco, SAP, Sundance, SXSW, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Brandlive, Live Nation, Microsoft and
Ogilvy One.”

7 Event Marketing institute. 2016. Experiential Marketing Benchmark Report
8 Event Manager. 2018. Event Marketing: 200 Tips, Strategies, Templates and Tactics for 2019
9 Edelman. 2018. The Edelman Earned Brand Study
10 Dell. 2018. Dell Technologies Brings THE EXPERIENCE to SXSW 2018
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TREND ONE - EVENTS 2.0—THE EXPERIENTIAL MARKETING REVOLUTION

INFLUITIVE
“The boundaries between life and work are becoming increasingly blurred, so the way
that attendees choose to learn, network, and connect at conferences needs to evolve
too. Attendees prefer games over tasks, video over emails, and curated itineraries over
giant session catalogs. We need to ask ourselves: How can we deliver experiences in
ways that are thoughtful, memorable, and delightful to everyone?”
Amy Ng, Advocate Marketing Consultant, Influitive

Influitive delivers engaging digital communities that are used to connect with customer advocates before, during, and after
events—both physical and virtual. These customer-powered events are co-created and co-executed by the attendees and the
event organizers.
Before the event, customer advocates get involved in selecting the tracks, speakers, and even the musical selection between
speakers. During the event, they can promote their stories about how they use the products, and accompany prospects to
sponsor booths. After the event, the community lives on and continues to engage attendees with the brand and with one another.

Summing Up
In 2019, we’ll see events becoming increasingly
immersive, hands-on, personal, and sharable.
In the age of the belief-based millennial buyer and
Instagram stories, demand is increasing for event
experiences that make people feel good (and look
good on social media).

7

At events in 2019, expect to see more relaxation zones,
yoga, climbing walls, hiking, as well as experiences
that showcase a brand’s stance on a social or political
issue or support of an important cause.
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TREND TWO

Mass personalization of
the event experience
As enterprise events grow in size and
scope, it is easy for an attendee to feel
a little lost in the crowd. When you host
thousands of attendees across a massive
event campus, it’s difficult to make every
individual feel special. Yet customer
expectations today are defined by the
levels of personalization they receive from
technology giants like Netflix and Google.
Log into your Netflix account and their algorithm has
already selected dozens of choices relevant to your
user profile. Google’s “near me now” searches can
deliver customers everything they want, on demand.
In fact, “near me now” searches have grown by over
150 percent in the past year alone.11
Thankfully, event personalization is also being
enhanced by technology—event apps, AI-powered

recommendation engines, chatbots, and wearable
beacons will help event organizers to keep pace with
customer expectations in 2019.

It’s not an event for attendees, it’s an
event for each attendee.
The true power of event apps has been realized over
the past few years. We’ve seen them evolve from
simple, digital guidebooks to personalized attendee
engagement tools. By integrating with other event
technology, event apps now provide attendees with
a completely customized event experience tailored
to their role, self-selected interests, event history,
and personal preferences.
In 2019, we’ll see more savvy event organizers
leveraging event apps and integrations to
delight attendees with personalized session
recommendations, networking suggestions, trip
planning ideas, and more.

11 Google. 2018. Think With Google
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TREND TWO - MASS PERSONALIZATION OF THE EVENT EXPERIENCE

Personalized AR
Augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR)
have been showing up on futurist predictions
for a number of years now. Despite this, adoption
rates are still relatively low—partly because these
initiatives are expensive to execute and their
practical use cases are limited with today’s mobile
and head-mounted display technologies.

Rather than overwhelming attendees with the
multitude of options for sessions, exhibitors,
demos, networking and more, Cisco’s app simplified
their global multi-day conferences by providing
personalized recommendations, tailored to the
individual. Cisco’s thoughtful app design was
recognized at the 2018 Experience Design and
Technology Awards, winning the silver prize for the
Best Event App.
We expect that 2019 will see more enterprises
finding creative ways to leverage AR and event apps
to engage attendees in a cost-effective way.

Chatbots

Gartner predicts that AR and VR won’t
fully mature until 2023.13
Some organizations are pioneering in this space
now. In 2018, Cisco experimented with personalized
AR to enhance engagement at Cisco Live. By
integrating AR into their Eventbase-powered event
app, they enabled augmented wayfinding with
personalized recommendation maps.
Using five attendee personas and a variety of usercustomizable preferences, AR targets came to life
on an attendee’s mobile app as they navigated the
event campus. The AR targets offered personalized
recommendations for sessions, exhibitors, and more.

In early 2017, SXSW launched a fully integrated
chatbot into its Eventbase-powered event app.
Chatbot Abby was a groundbreaker in the event
tech world and hugely popular with SXSW attendees
who asked over 56,000 unique queries throughout
the course of the event.

by 2020

50% of medium to large
enterprises will have deployed
product chatbots.”14
GARTNER

Today, fewer than 15 percent of event apps offer
chatbots.15 In 2019, we expect to see chatbots
integrated with even more event apps to enhance
the experience for attendees.

12 Bizbash. 2018. What Planners Need to Know About Event Technology Now
13 Gartner. 2018. 3 Reasons Why VR and AR Are Slow to Take Off
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NRF
“Once we figure out the data security regulations, people will become more open to
sharing their information in exchange for ultra-personalization. We all want the
Netflix experience in everything we do and every event we attend.”
Jason Hoolsema, VP of Information Technology, NRF

The National Retail Federation (NRF) has represented the retail industry for over a century. Every day, they passionately stand up
for the people, policies and ideas that help retail thrive. NRF hosts the world’s largest annual retail convention and exposition—
Retail's BIG Show—which attracts over 37,000 attendees.

TURNOUTNOW
“Most apps are exact copies of every other app. You get basic functionality such as
agenda, exhibitor listings, and basic event info…but no personalization. The mobile
app experience has a huge affect on how an attendee consumes your event. App
integrations with TurnoutNow’s Meet The Expert, SmartAgenda, and our Prescriptive
Recommendation Engine (PRE) are critical to tailor the event to each attendee’s
needs. Eventbase does this flawlessly.”
David Ely, COO, TurnoutNow

TurnoutNow is a cloud-based, data analytics technology that uses wearable beacons to deliver high-resolution behavioral data to
event organizers. It captures a 3-dimensional view of the event in real-time, and extracts actionable insights from the data through
intuitive, web-based dashboards and user interfaces for event organizers, exhibitors, and attendees. TurnoutNow can help you
turn these behavioral insights into personalized experiences that your attendees will never forget. Once you have a rich data set
of attendee behaviors then you can demonstrate and prove the value of your event to anyone. Event organizers get the hard data
to show to exhibitors, exhibitors get booth performance data to prove their ROI, and attendees reap the benefits of an event that
understands and reflects their needs.

Summing Up
Whether you’re organizing a massive B2C event or
an intimate B2B event, your attendees deserve an
event experience that is tailored to their specific
needs and interests.
Leveraging AI-powered recommendation engines
within your enterprise event app will help you

provide meaningful, personalized recommendations
to attendees in 2019.
You can even follow Cisco’s lead and further surprise
and delight attendees by integrating personalized
AR, VR, and chatbot technologies into the event app
experience.

14 Gartner. 2018. Chatbots Will Appeal to Modern Workers
15 Event Manager Blog. 2018. The Event App Bible
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TREND THREE

Event marketers get
their data house in order
Today, every business is a data business.
Sadly, event marketers still face
challenges unlocking the wealth of data
that can help them prove the return on
their investments.
Unlike our digital marketing counterparts who have
clean, aggregated data at their fingertips to help
them analyze results and justify their spend, event
marketers’ ROI calculations still come with much
ambiguity.

Only 23%

of event managers say they can
calculate ROI for events.16
HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW

As well as proving ROI, event data can help you
understand and improve your attendee journey
across all marketing and sales engagements.
Traditionally, collecting, managing, and verifying

event data is time consuming as the data is siloed
across several technologies—event apps, marketing
automation platforms, lead scanning systems,
meeting management software, and more. With the
average CMO allocating 24 percent of their total
annual budget to live events, we expect event
marketers to come under pressure to get their data
house in order...or risk losing their budget. 17
As an event marketer in 2019, it’s not unlikely
that you’ll regularly spend an afternoon buried in
analytics dashboards, analyzing attendee behavior
data, or pulling ROI reports to make your CMO look
like a rockstar with the executive team.
Thankfully, with emerging technologies, particularly
in the areas that show the most value to the
business—lead generation, user behavior mapping,
and proving sponsorship value—you’ll find it a lot
easier to demonstrate the value of your events.

16 Harvard Business Review. 2018. The Event Marketing Evolution
17 Forrester. 2016. B2B Budget Plans Show That It's Time For A Digital Wake-Up Call
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Closing the loop on
lead generation
According to Chief Marketer’s 2018 B2B Lead Gen
Outlook report, live events tied with SEO as the
second most cost-effective channel for lead generation.
In-person brand touchpoints like live events will
continue to be paramount for B2B lead generation
in 2019 and beyond. At B2B events, lead collection is
particularly important as they can lead to high-value
purchases at the end of the buyer journey. Event
marketers often lose visibility of the leads once they
were handed over to the sales team—even today,
event teams still struggle to get attribution for
closed business that originated from an event lead.
In 2019, we expect to see more event managers
adopting solutions like RainFocus, TurnoutNow
and Eventbase to integrate with all event tools,
consolidate all of their data—and most importantly—
make it actionable. By integrating everything with
CRM and your marketing automation tools, you can
map the entire customer journey and finally close the
loop on event lead generation.

User behavior mapping
with beacons and
wearable tech
Beacon technologies (small, digital “lighthouses”
that emanate signals that interact with mobile
apps) and other wearable tech will gain traction in
event marketing in 2019.

attendees. The integration of wearable two-way
beacons is the latest trend in 2019.
Event attendees will wear a beacon (as a badge or
attached to a lanyard). The beacon transmits a BLE
(Bluetooth Low Energy) signal and has a battery life
of up to a week. Beacon readers are placed around
the venue to listen for each wearable beacon.
When a wearable beacon is detected, the reader
records its position and can trigger an action
within the event app or other systems. When 100%
of event participants are given wearable beacons
this opens up many new capabilities.
One of the most exciting aspects of beacon
technology is that they provide insights on
attendee behavior so you can map the attendee
journey. For example, beacons collect attendee
dwell time data that organizers can use to see
which sponsors and exhibitors are most popular
and segment the types of attendees that are there.
While it takes a little longer to set up on the backend, beacon technology provides an enormous
amount of data that is incredibly valuable for
optimizing your events.

“Using TurnoutNow, we are able to
attach beacons to every attendee’s
badge and collect valuable information.
This onsite-behavior information, along
with demographics information, is used
to track the user journey and provide
personalized content recommendations
both during and after the event.”
DANIELA STIPP,

Event apps are key for automating event check-in,
networking, wayfinding, location-aware polling,
generating heat maps of crowd flow, and a range
of other tasks to improve the event experience for

12
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TREND THREE - EVENT MARKETERS GET THEIR DATA HOUSE IN ORDER

Providing value to
attract sponsors

So how can you make your events more attractive
to potential sponsors and keep them coming back?
Show them the hard data to prove why your event is
worth their investment.

Data is key to proving the value of events to all your
stakeholders—especially your sponsors. Without the
support of sponsors, global events like SXSW, SAP
SAPPHIRE NOW, and Cisco Live would be impossible
to execute and far less valuable to attendees.

By using beacons, smart mats, and other
unobtrusive technologies to collect data from
critical areas, you can increase sponsorships with
known traffic numbers and accurate, real-time data.

Finding and retaining sponsors is a big challenge
for event professionals— over 90 percent say that
sponsor retention rates have stayed the same or
decreased in 2018. This lack of growth is a worrying
trend. 18

According to Event Manager Blog, clever flooring is
creating some exciting opportunities by making data
collection and analysis easier in 2019. By collecting
floor traffic data at the event, you can correlate it on
the spot and sell sponsorships for 2020 before your
sponsors even leave your current event!

53%

of event organizers are
struggling to find sponsors for
their events
EVENT MANAGER BLOG

HUBB
“All event marketers should be collecting and synthesizing data to make decisions
about how to improve attendee experience and maximize event ROI. Industry-wide,
event managers are shifting their focus from tactical execution to strategy because
events are powerful lead generating activities. Data is the foundation of that strategy.”
Raime Merriman, Strategic Marketing Director, Hubb

Hubb brings order to the chaos of the most time-consuming aspects of event management. Hubb’s cloud-based platform
uses simple, automated workflows to streamline collecting, managing, and marketing event content, as well as facilitating
sales pipeline growth with meeting management and data analytics. With Hubb, clients save time getting their event to
market and have the analytics they need to make more informed decisions and improve ROI.

18 Event MB. 2018. State of Event Industry
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RAINFOCUS
“The industry is moving beyond event management towards event marketing. The
nuts and bolts are still important but there is immense pressure coming from the
marketing operations team to ensure every dollar spent generates return to the
business, event host, and attendee. How do you optimize for this? Machine learning
will help you leverage your amazing data, optimize your events, and integrate them
into wider marketing programs.”
Brian Gates, SVP Marketing, RainFocus

RainFocus is the only all-in-on event marketing platform built from the ground up to simplify and enrich the entire event lifecycle.
Integrating with Eventbase Enterprise Event Apps, RainFocus provides visionary event teams with a robust event management
and data intelligence platform to streamline, automate and grow the entire event portfolio - registration, content management,
sponsorships, exhibitor management, attendee surveys, and more.

Summing Up
Proving the return on your investment in events is a
challenge that carries over year after year. Compared
to our digital marketing colleagues’ reports, event
marketers’ ROI calculations can look vague and
unconvincing.
2019 is the year that event marketers will get their data
house in order—or risk losing their budget in 2020.
Advances in how we access and analyze our data,
particularly in the areas that show the most value to
the business—lead generation, user behavior mapping,
and sponsorship value—will gain adoption in 2019.
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TREND FOUR

Networking is the
key priority for
event attendees
Networking at events is nothing new.
Since time began, people have gathered
together to communicate, collaborate,
and connect. So why is networking a
leading trend for enterprise events in 2019?

Events bring together like-minded people with
common interests, but with thousands of unfamiliar
faces milling around a massive conference center,
finding the right people to network with is like
finding a needle in a haystack.
Even after attendees have identified the right
people, starting a conversation with someone new
can be intimidating. Networking is a key driver for
event attendance, but it’s also a cause of stress, and
even anxiety for many attendees.

Event Manager Blog recently interviewed over
1,000 event organizers. They found that over
81 percent believe networking to be attendees’
top priority at corporate events. Ensuring that
attendees are able to meet this goal—even though
events continue to consolidate and grow in size
and complexity—is paramount to event success.

What is the key priority of attendees at your events?
EVENT MANAGER BLOG

81.7%

NETWORKING

71.3%

LEARNING

38.0%

ENTERTAINMENT

37.4%

SELF IMPROVEMENT
TIME OUT OF THE OFFICE

15

15.6%
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Pre-event networking
in 2019

Personal time and 1-on-1
meeting integrations

In 2019, more event organizers will allow attendees
to build their personal and professional networks
before they even set foot on the conference floor.

Meeting integrations within event apps are making it
even easier to connect. Building a personalized event
schedule has been the core functionality of event
apps since their introduction almost 10 years ago.
But attendees lacked the ability to truly customize
their schedule as one would a personal calendar.

How is event technology helping
organizers ensure attendees are getting
what they came for?
Technology often gets a bad rap for limiting
face-to-face interaction. Our society is deeply
connected to our mobile phones. Whereas
technology can isolate us in some ways, it brings us
together in others. The right event technology can
encourage more meaningful human connections
and help people connect in person with the right
like-minded individuals.

Event technologies such as event
apps, beacon badges, and AI-powered
recommendation engines cut through
the crowd and pinpoint the people your
attendees have been looking for.

“Companies understand, at a gut level,
that event marketing works—that
nothing substitutes for the dynamic
interaction between people meeting
face-to-face to better understand how
their organizations might profit from
doing business together."
HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW

Today, advanced event apps allow attendees
to place personal time blocks within their event
schedule, giving them the freedom to block out time
to travel between sessions and venues, meet with
colleagues, and—most importantly—book 1-on-1
meetings with the connections they make on site.

In-app messaging within event apps allows
attendees to start the conversation digitally, making
it easier to connect in person later. Event organizers
are even able to help get the conversation flowing
with prompts that auto populate in message fields.
Thanks to beacon-in-a-badge technology, event
attendees can even spot one another on interactive
maps which makes the first encounter much easier—
and less awkward!

Beacons can alert attendees via push
notification when someone relevant to
their networking interests is attending
the same session.

16
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TREND FOUR - NETWORKING IS THE KEY PRIORITY FOR EVENT ATTENDEES

Connecting attendees
with brands
Networking at events isn’t just about connecting
with other individuals. Many attendees seek out
enterprise events to connect with potential business
partners or future technology vendors to learn
about new technologies.
Event apps and digital conference guides have been
making it easy for attendees to read about your
exhibitors and plan their must-visit booths before
they’re even at the event. In 2019, event apps will
enable attendees to book meetings with these
exhibitors with a simple click.

Imagine walking through a busy trade
show floor and easily booking a meeting
time with your preferred exhibitors at a
time that slots into your event agenda.
Event sponsors and trade show exhibitors set up
elaborate brand activations and booths at your
events because they want to connect with your
audience. By offering attendees the ability to set
1-on-1 meetings with your sponsors and exhibitors,
you’ll improve the value of your sponsorships and
ensure they return year after year.

EVENT TIP

Event organizers can further facilitate networking and connections by setting up designated networking stations across a
large event campus. These clearly marked areas can provide attendees with an easy place to meet.
Consider enhancing event sponsorship packages by allowing brands to sponsor these areas. They’ll be able to set up their
own brand activation by creating a relaxing area to network with couches, bean bag chairs, coffee, or cocktails.

Summing Up
Your attendees come to your events to network.
It’s your mission to ensure they’re getting what
they came for, to engage them with meaningful
networking opportunities every step of the way, and
to improve their event experiences to keep them
coming back.

17

In 2019, we’ll see more event organizers adopting
mobile event apps to enable attendees to find the
right people to network with using profile tags and
AI-powered recommendation engines. Meeting
integrations within your enterprise event app will
also allow attendees to book 1-on-1 meetings with
fellow attendees, exhibitors, and event sponsors.
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TREND FIVE

Privacy and security
evolves as a win-win
for everyone
The safety and security of event attendees will always be top-of-mind for organizers.
New regulations like the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and advances in
physical and data security technologies have paved the way toward safer events in 2019.
These changes—particularly the regulatory changes—have posed a new challenge for event organizers.
Organizations that host events gather massive amounts of personal attendee data and are regularly targeted
by cybercriminals.

18
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TREND FIVE - PRIVACY AND SECURITY EVOLVES AS A WIN-WIN FOR EVERYONE

Event technology in a
post-GDPR world
In May 2018, GDPR came into effect and changed the
way data is handled forever. In an industry where
tracking personal data is key to providing personalized
and engaging user experiences—not to mention
value to sponsors and partners—event organizers
are understandably shaken by these changes.

GDPR IS CONCERNED WITH ALL
PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE
INFORMATION (PII) INCLUDING:
•

Names

•

Addresses and any location data

•

Phone numbers

•

Email addresses

GDPR affects all organizations worldwide. Any event
that could potentially host a European citizen is
required to comply.

•

Account numbers or login information

•

IP addresses or online identity information

As an event organizer, it is crucial that you and
your event technology vendors have measures in
place to secure this data (and prove it’s secured,
if required). You also need to be able to share the
data with any attendee and delete all data related
to that individual, should they request it.

•

Any additional personal information you
may track, such as date of birth, health
data, nationality, religion or social identifiers

In a post-GDPR era, enterprise event
organizers are realizing it’s more
important than ever to partner with
event technology providers that
have enterprise-grade security and
compliance measures in place.
In 2019, your full marketing technology
suite must be fully GDPR compliant.
Enterprise event organizers are
making the switch to event technology
providers that can ensure the safety and
security that their attendees deserve.
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ADVICE FROM A CTO
"Mobile technology plays a major role in the
attendee event experience but creating the
ideal attendee experience requires a lot of data
collection—session registrations, being scanned by
sponsors in the exhibit hall, scanning into sessions
during the event, and so on.

Luckily, attendee and event organizer concerns are
similar and align with the data privacy and security
goals of the event. While GDPR regulations create
challenges for event organizers seeking to personalize
their events, they also give attendees more security
and control over how their data is used.

Enterprise event organizers should ensure their
mobile application developer employs the following
security directives:

Attendees want—and deserve—to give permission
before website analytics collect non-anonymized
data about them. They want a clear privacy policy so
they can understand how their data will be processed
and used. Attendees also want to have the ability to
be forgotten by a data controller or processor.”

•

Verify SSL certificates of API endpoints to
prevent man-in-the-middle attacks.

•

Store authentication and encryption keys
in secure keystores.

•

Encrypt PII data stored on any mobile device.

Physical security and
safety at events
Physical safety and security at large-scale events is
top of mind for event organizers worldwide. Tragic
events such as the mass shooting at the Route 91
Harvest Music Festival in Las Vegas in 2017 forced
event organizers to take a deeper look at how
security is managed at large events.

24.7%

of event marketers are
concerned about terrorism at
their events.
EVENT APP BIBLE
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Mike Bushman,
CTO at RainFocus

To provide attendees with a secure and safe event
experience, event organizers are once again turning
to technology. Innovations like facial recognition
technology are making event registration and
scanning more secure than ever by eliminating the
possibility of identity fraud.

Mobile World Congress attendees will
experience facial recognition technology
at their February 2019 event.
Beacon technology can also help event security
providers pinpoint the exact location of a security
breach or attack in mere seconds, allowing them to
arrive on the scene almost immediately and defuse
security incidents before they escalate.
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TREND FIVE - PRIVACY AND SECURITY EVOLVES AS A WIN-WIN FOR EVERYONE

“When we track user journeys using
beacon-in-a-badge technology, we
ensure that users have full control of
their data as per GDPR regulations. We’ve
set up systems that allow users to optout of beacon tracking at any time.”
DANIELA STIPP,
EVENT TECHNOLOGY PROJECT MANAGER, MOBILE APP LEAD, SAP

Event Spotlight
In 2018, the global technology mega-event
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) used LiveSafe19,
a safety app that allows attendees to discreetly
request security assistance with a quick tap on their
mobile device.

Summing Up
In 2019, security will become more significant
than ever before. Organizers need to consider
both physical security onsite at events and
attendee data security to comply with GDPR
regulations and avoid fines.
New event technology such as facial recognition
technology and beacons will help ensure attendees
are physically safe. Event technology partners that
take security and compliance seriously will be more
important than ever to ensure the security of your
data and protect you from fines and irreparable
damage to your reputation.

“The safety and security of our CES participants is
important to us,” said Karen Chupka, SVP of events
at the Consumer Technology Association (CTA), “The
LiveSafe platform is a real-time, location-based
solution that will help us to communicate important
safety information effectively and allows attendees
to report concerns or problems quickly.”
In 2019, the CES LiveSafe app will be fully
integrated within the CES mobile event app,
making it even easier for attendees to use. Rather
than downloading two separate apps, attendees
can access all event information and security
information in one place. The integration enables
two-way, real-time interaction between attendees
and security and facilities teams. They can send
text, photos, and videos to report incidents ranging
from routine maintenance to safety threats.

19 LiveSafe. 2018. LiveSafe Press Release
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Events beyond 2019
The list of trends that we explored in this
report is not exhaustive. We chose the
most common themes that arose during
our expert interviews and secondary
research. Many of the trends in 2019
have a technology focus—affirming that
the digital transformation of the events
industry will continue in 2019 and beyond.
Experiential marketing at events will continue to
evolve, delivering immersive, hands on experiences
to meet attendees’ ever-increasing appetite for
new, shareable experiences.
A large part of this experience will be enhanced
by greater personalisation at events. Advances
in event app technology, beacons, AR, VR, and
chatbots will help create unique event experiences
for each attendee, enabling better networking with
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attendees and exhibitors, more relevant content,
and easier navigation.
Budget for these new approaches and technologies
will come from event organizers’ ability to prove
the return on investment. Event data will be in the
hot seat in 2019 as event organizers break down
data silos, enhance lead attribution, and integrate
their data with the rest of the marketing team to
showcase the important role events play in the
buyer journey.
Finally, as the privacy and security landscape
continues to shift and the dust settles on GDPR,
we’ll see privacy and physical security practices
evolving to be a win-win for everyone.
Overall, 2019 promises to be another exciting year
in the events industry—we wouldn’t have it
any other way!
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About Eventbase
The trusted enterprise event app that
scales from global conferences to
strategic events and meetings.
Eventbase is the leading provider of event apps
for premium brands. Our mobile event technology
platform powers Enterprise Event Apps for 80% of
the top Fortune 500 technology companies.
Global enterprises trust Eventbase to deliver an
exceptional mobile experience for their largest
conferences as well as their small to mid-sized
events – all within their own branded event app.

Our enterprise-grade technology is industry leading
with proven scalability, rock-solid security, flexible
architecture and innovation that is second to none.
Eventbase is also a source of unique, valuable data
that can help enterprises understand the journey
of their customers before, during and after their
events, and create personalized experiences that
drive purchasing behaviors.
We pioneered the “Intelligent Event App” with
technologies such as an Advanced Chat Bot and
Recommendation Engine, and the use of proximity
beacons for Hyper-local Networking and
Indoor Location.

Find out more by requesting a demo: www.eventbase.com/request-demo

TRUSTED BY GLOBAL ENTERPRISES FOR TIER 1 EVENTS

INTEGRATIONS THAT DELIGHT ATTENDEES WITH PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCES
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Eventbase is the leading mobile event technology platform for premium brands.
The Eventbase Platform is relied upon by Fortune 500 enterprises and it can support
the entire portfolio of large and small events hosted by enterprises every year.
WWW.EVENTBASE.COM

